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 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL
 DECEMBER, 1921
 WEATHER AND HARVEST CYCLES
 IN an article published in T1E ECoNOMIc JOURNAL for March
 1920, and supplemented by a note in the June issue, I called
 attention to certain figures relating to British exports, to prices
 of food as compared with prices of other articles, and to baro-
 metric pressures, which appeared to suggest the existence of a
 regular meteorological cycle affecting harvests.'
 The statistics given in those articles related to the last sixty
 or seventy years. I stated, however, that the suggestion made
 by them appeared to be supported by such records as I had
 up to then investigated relating to the prices of corn in earlier
 centuries. I have now collected more information as to corn
 prices, and submit this as a further step in the investigation of
 weather periodicities.2
 This information is summed up in the chart printed below,
 and representing the yearly fluctuation of wheat prices in Western
 and Central Europe from 1500 to 1869. Considerations of space
 exclude any account of the sources used and the presentation
 of any but the final and summary figures. I can only say that
 they are based on lists of prices for long periods of consecutive
 years at nearly fifty separate places in England (4), Scotland (4),
 1 In the issue of THE EcoNoMIc JOURNAL for March 1921 Mr. W. Bryant has
 criticised those articles, and particularly my use of certain barometric statistics.
 I venture to think, however, that he has not quite appreciated my point in using
 them. A period of 15-3 years clearly cannot be demonstrated by statistics
 covering 40 years, i. e. only two complete revolutions of the period, and I never
 thought it could. What I did was to show in certain economic records five
 successive fluctuations of this length (15 3 years), and then that the three
 minima for which comparison could be made practically coincided with minima
 of barometric pressure in the greater part of the eivilised world. Nor is it the
 case (as Mr. Bryant says) that I " curiously ignored " the South American statis-
 tics which would have corrected my results and evened out the fluctuation.
 In my first article I specifically referred to those statistics, and gave the
 obvious reason for not combining them with those for the Eastern Hemisphere.
 2 In collecting these statistics I have been helped by a grant from the
 Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.
 No. 124.-VOL. XXXI. H111
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 Holland (2), Flanders (5), France (11), North Germany (14),
 South Germany (4), Alsace (2), Bohemia (1), and Austria (1),
 as well as on official averages for whole countries, when these
 become available. The bracketed figures show the number of
 separate places represented. The price lists have all been printed
 before in separate books, pamphlets or periodicals, but never
 collected even for a single country. I have used Thorold Rogers'
 work only to provide averages for England before 1593 and
 material for two or three lists; d'Avenel's figures for France I have
 not been able to use at all. For the present purpose the prices
 have been combined, by conversion into index numbers on the
 basis: Mean of 1700-45 - 100, and the general trend has been
 elimninated, as far as possible, by showing the index number
 for each year as a percentage of the mean for the period of 31
 years of which it is the centre. These percentages are set out
 graphically on the chart as indices of the yearly fluctuation of
 wheat prices. The years are " crop years," that is to say, the
 index for any given year represents so far as is possible the
 average price at which the crop of that year was sold. In
 comparisons with other records the "crop year" is taken as
 beginnning on 1st September. Thus, 1897-33 in this notation
 corresponds to 1st January 1897, 1897-00 to 1st September 1896.
 All dates in this article refer to crop years unless the contrary
 is indicated.
 The chart shows a curve with a number of well-marked
 peaks of comparable height, running to a maximum of 178,
 and many minor elevations. There can, I think, be no doubt
 that these peaks and elevations reflect substantially the harvest
 conditions of the year to which they relate. This is clear a
 priori, having regard to the very wide field from which the figures
 are drawn. A siege of a single town as of Paris in 1590 may
 cause a rapid rise and fall of prices there, but the fate of a single
 town does not seriously affect the general index number. A
 general war like the Thirty Years War, or that of the Napoleonic
 period, whether accompanied or not by an orgie of currency
 inflation, may raise rapidly or gradually the general level of
 prices, but after such a widespread destruction of goods and
 depreciation of money, prices oannot show a rapid and com-
 parable fall. The only cause which can reasonably account for
 the characteristic peaks of the curve before us is a fluctuation
 in the yield of harvests. That this was, in fact, the cause can
 be shown a posteriori practically in all cases by historical records;
 the main peaks and the minor elevations alike are almost all
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 FLUCTUATION OF
 WHEAT PRICES IN WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE,
 1500-1869,
 WITH EXPORTS INDEX, 1840-1910.
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 identified with well-known years of famine or harvest failure,
 generally attributed to inclement weather.
 This does not mean that the disturbing influence of wars,
 inflations, and the like has been or can be completely eliminated.
 Undoubtedly, for instance, the price of the year 1617, by its
 position just before the outbreak of the Thirty Years War,
 appears in the curve too low relatively to those of 1622 and
 1608, but all three years were equally beyond doubt seasons
 of dearth. The index for 1651, again, is probably raised unduly
 by the destructive but short-lived Revolt of the Fronde; 1804
 and 1805 are suspect, for they coincide with Napoleon's lightning
 strokes across Europe. In the last seventy years (after 1800)
 another disturbing influence-the credit cycle-begins to show
 itself, and cannot be eliminated by any simple method. The
 character of the curve is visibly altered in these later years;
 beyond 1869 it could not without correction be trusted as an
 indication of harvest conditions.
 In the first fifty years the basis of the price index is rather
 narrow, no satisfactory figures being available from France
 before 1520, or from North Germany before 1550. The most
 valuable portion of the chart is accordingly that between 1550
 and 1800.
 Subject to one or two reserves, the chart must be accepted
 as essentially a reflection of harvest success and harvest
 failure. What light does it throw on the problem of weather
 periodicity ?
 The answer to this question is sought below by two distinct
 methods. The first is mathematical-a harmonic analysis of the
 sequence of numbers given in the Appendix Table as indices of
 fluctuation of wheat prices. The second is arithmetical-an
 examination of the intervals between peaks on the curve shown
 in the chart, with reference to known solar or meteorological
 cycles.
 For the harmonic analysis I am indebted to Mr. H. T. Curwen,
 Lecturer in Mathematics at the London School of Economics and
 Political Science. In accordance with the methods used by Sir
 Arthur Schuster, Mr. Curwen has constructed a periodogram of
 wheat-price fluctuations; his work is not complete, but his first
 results are sufficiently striking to be given at once. They are
 set out in the table headed "Periodogram of Wheat Price
 Fluctuations," with a brief explanation of the formulas used.
 The observations, i. e. the index numbers of priQe fluctuation
 (t) were arranged in m rows of p observations (so that nmp N,
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 the total number of observations), and were dealt with as
 follows
 ton ti tP-l
 tp,tp + 1.t2p
 2rP- t(in -O * * t)np I
 Sum of Columns To) T1 Tp_
 Then a 2 P-1 Tc C2a
 p c=o m p
 b 2 vP-' Tc si 2-8a
 p c=o M p
 r2 - a2 + b2.
 The values of a, b, and r2 for each integral value of p from 2
 to 36 (s = 1) were first calculated both for the whole sequence of
 observations from 1545 to 1844 (N 300) and for each half of
 the sequence-1545 to 1694 and 1695 to 1844-taken separately.
 The same elements for intermediate values of p were obtained
 by taking second or third harmonics (s = 2 or s = 3) but only
 for the whole sequence. Thus for p 15k, r2 represents the
 second harmonic for 31 (p 31, s 2), and for p= 153 it
 represents the third harmonic for 46 (p = 46, s = 3).
 The table gives a, b and r2 for the whole sequence 1545 to
 1844, and r2 only for each half sequence.
 In order to test the probability of obtaining any given ampli-
 tude the standard deviation (a) of the original observations was
 4oj2
 calculated, and the expression N obtained as representing the
 mean of the square of amplitude for comparison with the actual
 amplitudes for different values of p. Then, if the order of the
 original observations is a random one, the chance of obtaining
 for any value of p an amplitude equal to or greater than r is
 r2N
 e~ where k - -4o2. For the sequence 1545 to 1844, o2 = 419-83.
 Considering first only integral values of p, to which examina-
 tion was confined in the first instance, the number of 15 years
 stands out, as yielding very large amplitudes both for the whole
 sequence and for each of its halves. Analysis at half-yearly
 intervals (made only for the whole sequence) gives a materially
 greater amplitude at 151 years, and finally that at 153 years
 proves greater still. The square of the amplitude is 82 31. The
 maximum phase is given (by the formula tan b) at 2460 50'
 a
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 PERIODOGRAM OF WHEAT PRICE FLUCTUATIONS
 (WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE).
 Sequence of Observations 1545-1844. Sequence Sequence
 Period. 1545-1694. 1695-1844.
 P. a. b. r2( =a2 + b2). r2. r2.
 2 + .11 *00 01 44 21
 3 - 29 - -39 *23 1V28 03
 4 + 1 47 - 113 3-44 2 87 10 64
 41 - 115 -171 423
 4i + 1164 + 1P05 3.79
 5 + 1 85 + .99 4.43 11P84 4 94
 51 - 90 + 1P27 2 42 _
 6 - 350 - 12 12 29 14 67 23 41
 6j + 141 + 122 3.47 _
 7 + 244 - 211 1043 1358 1715
 7 -_ 50 + 23 *78
 8 - 2 79 + 2 06 12 05 4.45 9.97
 81 + 99 + 2 92 9 51 _
 9 - 1?12 - 107 239 1404 202
 9* + *83 + 1?71 3 63 _ -
 10 - 2 29 - 38 5.39 37 93 48&56
 10o + 2 47 - 1 82 9 42
 11 - 4 06 -4 95 40 93 76 02 7 76
 11 - 256 - *36 668
 12 - 3 18 - 3 16 20q11 2169 35 45
 12i - 1P80 + 4 04 19 57 _
 13 + 3 77 - 3*68 27 81 79 72 82 57
 131 + 1 78 - 2 02 7 26
 14 + 15 - 01 02 13 06 32 17
 141 -3.45 - 19 11?92
 15 + 6 32 - 2 72 47 28 70 38 138-25
 151 - 3 57 - 8 34 82 31 _
 151 - 811 - 376 79 87 _
 16 - 48 + 4 46 20 14 37-73 2 41
 17 + 3.33 1 - 4-28 29 35 59 33 24 68
 18 - 3 94 + 1P31 17 26 73-39 4 76
 19 + 1 19 ! + *31 150 26 30 1593
 20 - 54-0 + 1P80 3244 18 57 29 74
 21 + 78 + 2 39 6 33 45 98 12 40
 22 + 2 14 + 1 71 7 50 17 05 8 92
 23 - 2 15 - 171 7*54 3*97 33 98
 24 + .44 + 5 13 26 48 7 58 40 59
 25 + 3 87 - -20 14 95 44 05 3030
 26 + 1 07 - 1.10 3.35 14 14 19 66
 27 d 1P00 - .49 1 25 6 42 6 96
 28 + 1P17 - 80 2 00 24 35 6 79
 29 + .75 - 2 12 5 05 33 54 10 36
 30 - 152 - 236 7-86 4-75 11-81
 31 - 2 19 + -48 5 04 23 10 9 81
 32 + 31 + -98 1P05 28 04 19 25
 33 + .47 1 61 2 82 13 49 36 02
 34 - 301 -1 40 11 04 6A41 36 70
 35 + 3 78 + 1 79 17 52 6 95 37 67
 36 - 165 + 4 85 26 27 16 29 39858
 ___ __ _ - __ _ __ _I _ _
 or 10O51 years from the origin; taking this at 1545-50 the first
 maximum occurs at 1556*01. The value of k is 14-7 and the
 probability of obtaining a square of amplitude as great as 82-31,
 if the order of the observations is a random one, is e-14 7 or
 1
 2,422,000.
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 This amounts to a demonstration that the order of the obser-
 vations is not a random one, but that they are arranged on
 some principle; odds of 2-1 millions to one represent an almost
 superfluous degree of certainty. It is not equally certain that
 the departure from randomness takes the form of periodicity;
 theoretically, some other explanation may be within the bounds
 of reasonable chance. But the most natural, if not the only
 conceivable explanation, of so emphatic an appearance of period-
 icity is real periodicity; if harmonic analysis can by itself ever
 prove the existence of a physical period it seems to do so
 here.
 Here, however, harmonic analysis does not stand by itself.
 The period shown by harmonic analysis of wheat price fluctuations
 from 1545 to 1844 is identical in length and phase with that which
 in March 1920 I derived from the statistics of British exports
 from 1830 to 1913, before I had ever looked at corn prices.
 The cycle which I named then was one of " between 15-2 and
 15-4 years," reaching maxima in 1832, 1847, 1862, 1877-8, 1893,
 1909. As the economic conditions of any one year are influenced
 less by the harvest of that year than by the harvest of the year
 before, each of these dates must for comparison with the " crop
 years" of this article be put a year earlier, to 1831, 1846, 1861,
 1876-7, 1892, 1908. The continuity between this cycle and that
 shown by harmonic analysis in the wheat prices, and appearing
 unmistakably in the original observations, is absolute.
 The period of 151 years shown in the periodogram is marked
 out in the observations by peaks at 1556, 1586, 1617, 1648-9,
 1678, 1693, 1709, 1724-5, 1740, 1756, 1770-1, 1800-1, 1816,
 1830-1, 1846. These form a series of 15- or 16-year intervals
 all but unbroken from 1678 to 1846,' and continued backwards
 by 30- or 31-year intervals to 1556.
 To show the continuity of this series of 15- or 16-year intervals
 up to 1846 with those yielded by the exports statistics after that
 date, I have plotted at the end of the chart a curve based on
 the " exports index " figures described in my first article. I
 first calculated continuous 15-year averages of the " new exports
 index " (column 4 on pp. 24-5 of THE EcONOMIC JOURNAL for
 March 1920), then expressed the figure for each year as a per-
 centage of the mean for 15 years of which it is the centre (so as
 to eliminate the trend), and finally deducted this percentage
 1 The only gap is at 1785, and is rather remarkable; the weather then and
 in 1786 was abnormally bad (Annual Register for 1786), but harvests and prices
 in Europe seem to have been little affected.
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 from 200 (so as to invert the curve). The resulting figures are
 plotted from 1840 to 1910. I have not, beyond 1879, used the
 actual figures given in my first article (based on Sauerbeck's
 price index), but revised figures based on the Board of Trade
 index; there is no substantial difference between the two at
 the important years 1876-7, 1892, 1908. According to the
 argument in that article, a high point on the curve as now
 plotted should correspond to deficient harvests and a low point
 to good harvests, in those countries, taken as a whole, to which
 British exports go. Actually, in the 30 years' overlap (1840-69)
 there is close agreement between this curve and that of wheat
 prices.
 The maxima after 1816 reached by taking a cycle of exactly
 151 years from 1556-01 are 1831F35, 1846,68, 1862*01, 1877*34,
 1892*67 and 1908*00. For several reasons I am inclined to put the
 exact length at something less than 151 years; 15-3 is probably
 a better figure to use, and is of course quite consistent with
 the harmonic analysis so far as it has been carried at present.
 Mr. Curwen's table shows interesting amplitudes also for one
 or two other values of p, notably at 10, 11, 13, 17 and 20 years.
 At 11 years, taking the whole sequence, r2 = 40 93, k = 7-3 and
 6-k 1,480' representing in itself considerable probability of a
 true period. When, however, the two halves of the sequence
 are examined separately, the importance of the period is seen
 to be due entirely to the first half (1545-1694), where it over-
 shadows even the 151-year period; in the second half (1695-
 1844) it is absent or insignificant. This is curiously like the
 behaviour of the 11-year period in Sir Arthur Schuster's analysis
 of sunspots. The 11-year period was all but invisible in the
 first half of Sir Arthur's sequence (1750 to 1825), but dominated
 the second half (1825 to 1900) completely, and so was prominent
 in the sequence as a whole (1750 to 1900). Meteorological cycles
 are often meteoric both in their emphasis and in their transience.
 By way of contrast at 13 years (and again at 10 years), there are
 large amplitudes for each half of the sequence taken separately,
 combined with relatively low amplitudes for the whole sequence.
 This suggests periods near but not very near to these two values
 of p.
 The main result of Mr. Curwen's analysis is to confirm in
 the strongest possible way my original suggestions. Unless one
 is prepared to discard the method of the periodogram altogether,
 as a means of discovering periodicity, it is difficult to doubt that
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 there is a physical reality behind this appearance of a period of
 about 15-3 years in the yield of harvests.
 But the 15 3-year period, even though it be real, is neither
 simple nor homogeneous. Three distinct sets of considerations
 compel us to seek beneath its surface for complex causes:
 First, the recurrences of the 15*3-year cycle, as they appear
 in economic records, are of varying intensity; in any given
 series of years alternate recurrences (at distances of 30-6 years)
 are more marked than those that intervene, as a man walking
 with a burden may press more heavily with the right foot than
 the left, and as he shifts his burden may later press more heavily
 with the left foot than the right. With the outstanding famines
 of 1556, 1586, 1617; 1630, 1661, 1693; 1709, 1740, 1770, 1800;
 and 1816 and 1846; we get almost the appearance of a 30-6-year
 cycle shifting its phase abruptly at times by about half a
 revolution.
 Second, a cycle of 15-3 years has not, so far as I am aware,
 been found in any meteorological records. On the other hand,
 as will appear below, there is a singularly close arithmetical
 relation between 15-3 (or 30.6), and the lengths of some well-
 supported solar or meteorological cycles, such as 5-1 (15.3);
 4-37 (30.6); and 23 (30.6) years.
 7 4 11 yas
 Third, the evidence of prices and famines before 1545, though
 far from complete, suggests on the one hand that the 15-3- or
 30-6-year cycles with their present phase were not then in action,
 and on the other hand that something akin to them but different
 was in action.
 An explanation both of the 15-3-year period itself and of these
 three sets of facts has now to be attempted, by an examination of
 the chart of price fluctuations and of the figures that it represents.
 Period of 4-374 Years.-The analysis may conveniently be
 begun by considering certain pairs of well-marked peaks each
 with an interval of 13 years between the two peaks, namely,
 1573: 1586, 1617 : 1630 (with a continuation in 1643), 1661: 1674
 (with a possible precursor in 1648), 1748: 1761 and 1853-4: 1866-7.
 There are also 13-year intervals between markedly high points
 at 1538: 1551 and 1757: 1770 (continued in 1783). The intervals
 themselves, reckoning from the first year of each pair or group,
 are separated by distances of 35, 44, 44, 87, 9 and 96 or 97 years.
 These " distances " are not themselves multiples of anything like
 thirteen years, but they are one and all close multiples of some-
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 thing over I, i. e. 41 years. They are not close multiples of
 ! 1, 1 or . Every one of these 13-year intervals would
 fit the recurrences of a cycle of just over 41 years, and would fit
 no other cycle of more than two years in length. Measuring
 from 1538 to 1866.5 we get 75 revolutions of 4X38 years;
 taking one maximum as falling near 1866,5 we get another
 maximum 306 years (= 7 revolutions) later, falling somewhere in
 the harvest year 1897, that is to say, roughly in the twelve
 months following September 1896. If all these similar intervals
 have any common cause it must be a cycle of that length and
 phase. They fit no other cycle.'
 A physical cycle precisely corresponding to these require-
 ments exists. Among the periods found by Sir Arthur Schuster 2
 in the sunspots, by the method of the periodogram, is one to
 which he assigns a length of 4*38 years and a maximum phase
 at 1897*00, which would correspond to 1897-33 if we reckon by
 crop years (beginning on September lst). It is not one of the
 more important solar periods, such as 4 77, 8-34, and 1112 and
 its harmonics, and it is unlike them in not being accurately
 divisible into 33-37 years. This is the sort of result to be expected.
 Solar and terrestrial phenomena are clearly connected, but the
 causes which give special prominence to particular cycles in the
 sunspots are inoperative on the earth.3
 Other considerations give as the most probable length of
 the cycle 4-374 years with a margin of error + *010 years. It
 will be convenient to assume this length for the future, taking
 the maximum phase to correspond exactly with that deter-
 mined by Sir Arthur Schuster for the sunspots, namely, January
 1st, 1897, or 1897-33, in crop years. It will be convenient also
 to designate this cycle by the letter A.
 The 13-year interval is not itself a substantive period, but
 only a manifestation of the A cycle. Is there any reason
 why this cycle should tend to show itself in 13-year intervals ?
 1 In the fifteenth century the only consecutive price records-for Flanders-
 show 13 years intervals at 1424: 1437-8 and (less clearly) at 1455: 1468-9: 1481-2,
 i. e. at distances of 114 years (26 X 4-38) and 83 (19 X 4.38) years from 1538.
 There appear to be no other 13-year intervals in the records except at 1502:
 1515: 1528, when the index rests on a very narrow basis, and 1841: 1854, where
 the latter year is suspect as coinciding with the Crimean War. The " exports
 index " shows a 13-year interval at 1884:1897.
 2 Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, vol. 206A (1906).
 3 Since I began this investigation Mr. J. Baxendell has found a cycle of 4-37
 years in the rainfall at Southport, but with the curious feature that its maxima
 occur at the minima of Sir Arthur Schuster's sunspot cycle, and so of the suLggested
 cycle in wheat prices.
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 One reason at once uggests itself. Three revolutions of A =13-12
 years, i. e. make only very little more than 13 complete years.
 The effect of any solar cycle in producing a meteorological dis-
 turbance and still more in spoiling the harvest must depend
 upon the season of the year at which it operates. If, in any
 one year, this particular cycle has reached its maximum at a
 season making it particularly destructive, it will recur within
 six weeks of that time about 13 years later and may have a
 similar effect.
 If, however, there is anything in this suggestion, it follows
 that at the eighth revolution of A when it makes a yet closer
 approach to a complete number of calendar years (8A = 34-992 =
 35 years less 3 days) we should find another set of regular intervals.
 This is exactly what we do find. The years 1573, 1608, 1643,
 1678, 1713, 1748, 1783 are all peaks on the curve of wheat prices
 and form an unbroken and remarkable series of 35-year intervals,
 fitting the requirements exactly in length as well as in phase.
 The series can, in fact, be continued backwards through 1538,
 1468, 1433, with an apparent break at 1503, and forwards to
 1853 after a break at 1818.
 Even more striking is a series of 30 or 31 year intervals:
 1556, 1586, 1617, 1648-9, 1678-9, 1709, 1740, 1770-1, 1800-1,
 which includes most of the worst famines of the whole period.
 The average length of the interval, reckoning from 1556 to 1800-5,
 is 30'6 + *2. This is identical with seven revolutions of A
 (= 30.62) and fits the required phase of A. The other con-
 stituent of this series of 30-6-year intervals will be identified
 just below as 30-6 or approximately 5*1.
 Another well-marked interval is one of 74 to 75 years, shown
 in 1438, 1512, 1586, 1661, 1735 with earlier famines in 1289 and
 1363. Yet another is one of 48 years, 1565, 1613 (well marked
 in England though not in the general figures), 1661, 1709, 1757.
 All these years are years of maximum phase for A; the intervals
 represent almost exactly 17A (- 74.36) and llA (= 4811).
 We have already mentioned a large proportion of the bad
 harvests from 1500 to 1870, and several others not already named
 are found like these to lie at maximum phases of the period A.
 These include 1521, 1529, 1551, 1625. Of the 26 " major " peaks
 (reaching 125 and upwards) 16 coincide with maxima of A. The
 steps leading to the determination of this period have been set
 out in some detail. In the rest of this article I must content
 myself with a more summary account.
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 Period of 5411 Years.-Next to the period already considered,
 the period most strongly suggested by the economic records is
 one of about 5d1 years. The most probable length is 5*11 with
 a margin of error of + *05, and the most probable maximum
 phase is determined by 1709-00. These figures will be assumed
 in the following discussion, and the period will be denoted by
 the letter B.
 The period B forms the other constituent of the 30-6 year
 (6A - 30*66 years) interval already mentioned and accounts
 for 8 out of the 10 major peaks which do not lie at the recurrences
 of A, namely 1545, 1596-7, 1693, 1698, 1795, 1811, 1816, 1846.
 The same period accounts for a number of other harvest failures
 not previously mentioned, such as 1622, 1637, 1703, 1719, 1724.
 The meteorological parallel is easy to find. The period most
 definitely shown of Captain Brunt's recent analysis of the Green-
 wich temperatures ig one of 5 09 years. A period of almost
 identical length had previously been found by Mr. J. Baxendell
 in other meteorological phenomena, including the wind and
 rainfall at Southport. This is, indeed, one of the best established
 periods in meteorology.
 Its exact length, however, cannot be determined with the
 same accuracy as in the case of A. The length and phase chosen
 above, namely 5-11 and 1709-00, are such as best fit the economic
 records. On the other hand, the meteorological records point
 to something just under 5-1 and a length of 5-06 would be possible.
 What seems clear is that 7A is not exactly equal to 6B, i. e. 30-6
 represents not a permanent period but a " conjunction in1terval."
 From 1556 to 1800 (and possibly on to 1892) it is continuous.
 In 1525, and for some centuries before then, the series can hardly
 be traced at all, but it seems to reappear with exact agreement
 of phase in the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries. These
 phenomena could, I think, be explained most simply by a very
 gradual increase in the length of B, while A remained constant,
 so that 6B was <7A till the beginning of the twelfth century
 and since then was >7A. Alternatively, one of the periods
 is subject to sudden changes of phase of which one occurred
 between 1525 and 1545. Mr. Baxendell suspects either a gradual
 increase in the length of the B period or a -sudden alteration of
 phase from time to time.
 Period of 2*74 Year.3.-A cycle of 2-74 years (described below
 as C) with a maximum phase at 1709*78 is also suggested by the
 economic records.
 Of the 26 major peaks between 1500 and 1870, 24 lie on either
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 A or B, and most of the worst famine years lie on both. There
 remain only 1531 and 1649 (as distinct from 1648). These are
 separated by 118 years with 1586 breaking in at 55 years. The
 same distance of 118 years broken in the same way at 55 years-
 (1748) separates the two striking 5-year pairs 1693-8 and 1811-16,
 which though they actually lie on B clearly call for some addi-
 tional explanation of their extreme severity. Moreover, 1531,
 1649, and 1693 are each preceded at 19 years by another major
 peak (1512, 1630, 1674). It is inevitable to seek a single explana-
 tion of these suggestively similar events, and the explanation is
 found at once by an analysis of the following 19-year intervals
 (1512) (1630) (1674) (1748) (1811) (1841)
 (1531) (1649) (1693) (1767) (1830) (1860)
 7C0 19-18 and the distances between these intervals 118
 (43C = 117.82), 44 (16C0- 43.84), 74 (27C = 73.98), 63 (23C 0
 63 02) and 30 years (11C = 30-14), are all remarkably close
 multiples of the same period. No other period will fit this series
 of intervals except one of just over 3-7 years.
 11C = 30-14 years, and with this period in conjunction with
 A and B we seem to get far towards a full explanation both of
 the alternations in the severity of the famines of the 30-6-year
 series and of the way in which other bad failures occur at 5, 11
 or 16 years distance from the major epochs of that series.
 For one or two 30-year intervals, C may keep pretty closely
 in gear with A and B, but thereafter gets out of gear for two or
 three intervals and later gets back again. If we set out to write
 down the assumed dates for A, B and C, with the lengths and
 phases given above, we find that the occasions since 1500 upon
 which the maximum phase of C is nmost distant from the phase
 of the 30*6-year interval are in 1525, 1648, 1678, 1831, 1861,
 i. e. just the years when the 30*6-year interval is least prominent;
 while the occasions on which it is nearest are 1556, 1586, 1709,
 1739-40, and 1770, i. e. just the years when the 30,6-year interval
 is most pronminent. This suggests that when C is in opposition to
 A it tends directly to neutralise its effects. On the other hand,
 just as C is getting out of gear with the 30*6-year interval it
 gets into position to make a specially close conjunction with A
 11 or 16 years before (in 1545, 1693 and 1698) or 11 or 16
 years after (in 1596-7 and 1811, 1816).
 1 The only other 19-year interval in the chart is at the very beginning-
 1502-1521-and is to that extent open to suspicion.
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 Apart from this, an overwhelming majority of all the famines
 recorded appear to be associated with recurrences of C.
 The meteorological evidence for a period of just about this
 length is abundant, though not perhaps always of the first quality.
 According to F. H. Bigelow, a 2*75-year period " is more at the
 basis of the seasonal variations of the weather conditions in the
 United States than anything else, so that in long-range fore'
 casting this period must be very carefully considered." 1 The
 same period was found by H. Arctowski to be much the most
 important in the temperature variations of the tropics. H.
 Hansen and F. Nansen over a long period of years get an average
 period of 32 to 33 months (i. e. 2*75 or under) in the temperature
 at Batavia.2 It is true that they identify this, as Bigelow does,
 with one quarter of the sunspot period, which on Schuster's
 figures would be 2-78 years. The economic records, however,
 quite definitely postulate something less than 2-75 years, and
 in so doing are in highly significant agreement with the actual
 figures both of Arctowski and of Hansen and Nansen.
 Period of 3*71 Years.-Attention has already been called to
 the intervals 19, 48 and of 74 to 75 years. The most probable
 explanation of all these and of other phenomena lies in the
 assumption of a period of 3-71, with phase near 1708-84, identified
 hereinafter as " D." A period of this length has been found
 in the activity of the solar protuberances, and by the Lockyers
 and Hansen and Nansen in many meteorological phenomena.
 According to Arctowski, it plays a very great r6le in the varia-
 tions of the terrestrial atmosphere.3 The evidence for it, how-
 ever, in the economic records is less definite than in the case
 of A, B, and C, and some of the intervals (in particular 37 and
 74 years of which it is assumed to form a part) might conceivably
 be explained by a period of just over 6X0 years, for which there
 is also a good deal of meteorological evidence. In any case it
 is necessary to allow a fairly liberal margin of error, say + *07
 of a year in the length assigned to this period. There is a good
 deal of evidence in favour of a period approaching 3*78 years,
 which was the actual period found in the sunspots by Sir
 Arthur Schuster.
 Further analysis of the economic records may suggest the
 operation of yet other periods. For the present, we may content
 ' American Journal of Science (1908), pp. 413.
 2 Temperatur-Schwankungen des Nord-Atlantischen Ozeans und in der Atmo-
 8phdre (1917), p. 188.
 8 L'enchainement des variationa climatiquea (1909).
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 ourselves with two calculations which go to confirm the suggestions
 already made.
 The first calculation is suggested by consideration of the
 greatest famines of all, and particularly those of 1044, 1315,
 1438, 1586 and 1709. It is doubtful whether any other harvest
 failure in the last thousand years of European history can
 compare with these for severity; each is unquestionably the
 worst famine of its particular century. From 1044 to 1315 is
 271 years; from 1315 to 1586 is 271 years with an intervening
 famine in 1438, i. e. after 123 years; from 1438 to 1709 is also
 271 years, divided by 1586 into two portions of 148 and 123
 years respectively. Similar intervals occur again and again
 in the records, e. g. 1512: 1661: 1783, 1529: 1651: 1800 (with
 earlier famines in 1258 and 1381), 1545:1693:1816, 1596:
 1719: 1867, 1608: 1756: 1879, 1648-9: 1770-1, 1698: 1846, or
 going back to earlier times in 1125: 1396, 1145: 1293-4: 1416,
 1175: 1446, 1469: 1617: 1740, 1477: 1625: 1748, 1481-2: 1630.
 The significance of these intervals is quite unquestionable; it
 would be hard to find a harvest failure, great or small, which
 has not another 271, or 148 (occasionally 149) or 123 (occasionally
 122) 1 years away from it; the worse the failure the more marked
 as a rule is this relation. The economic records show throughout
 an overwhelming tendency for exceptionally severe famines to
 repeat themselves at intervals of 271 years, and for this interval
 to be broken into two portions of 148 and 123 (occasionally 149
 and 122) years. No other interval, except perhaps the 30-6-
 year one, is of comparable importance.
 INow if we take the lengths of the four periods named above-
 4.374, 5411, 2-74 and 3'71 years-and that of the earth's orbital
 revolution 1 00 as a fifth period, and write down all the multiples
 of these numbers up to 500 years, we find that much the nearest
 approach to a common multiple for all five is made at 271-02 2
 years, and that below this figure the nearest approaches are at
 1 The interval of 122 or 123 years was noticed, in connection with the
 famines of 1315 and 1437-8, by Thorold Rogers, who spoke of it as occurring
 so often in the reords as to suggest the germ of a theory as to weather periodicity.
 2 This figure is obtained as the mean of 271-19 (= 62A), 270-83 (= 53B),
 271-26 (= 99C), 270Q83 (_ 73I)) and 271-00. Exact multiples of all the five
 periods lie here within a total range of *43 years and an average range of *16
 years from their mean. The corresponding ranges for the other conjunctions
 are: *76 and -26 (at 148525), *87 and *31 (at 122.77), *98 and *34 (at 30 22), and
 *98 and *35 (at 24080). At no other date within the first 300 years do all the
 cycles fall within a total range of less than one year, and only twice (at 118503
 and 219-11) are they within 1-25 years. Beyond 500 years another very close
 conjunction (with total range *45 and average range .16) occurs at 608516 years.
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 148*25, 122*77, 30 22 and 240-80 years respectively. If four
 periodic factors, of the lengths given above, were all at or near
 their maximum phase together in any particular year, they
 would tend to repeat that close conjunction at the same season
 of the year 271 years later and, less strongly, at the other intervals
 named. In other words, if the theory advanced above be correct
 and exceptionally bad harvests are due to the conjunction of
 three or more cycles of the lengths already determined, then
 such exceptionally bad harvests must tend to recur at exactly
 those rather peculiar intervals of 271, 148 or 149, and 123 or
 122 years at which, in fact, they do recur.
 Further confirmation is supplied by the fact that the only
 points (within a period of 500 years) at which two close con-
 junctions of all the periods, i. e. two near approaches to a common
 multiple, occur within a few years of each other, are at about
 118 and 123 years respectively. There are between 1500 and
 1850 two and only two pairs at major peaks separated by five-
 year intervals-namely, 1693: 1698 and 1811: 1816. The distance
 between these pairs is 118 years.
 The interval of 271 years is not, of course, a true or permanent
 period. The conjunction becomes less perfect at each repetition;
 the series 1044, 1315, 1586, for instance, is not continued at all
 ia 1857. Nor does the calculation just given necessarily confirm
 in all details the previous analysis; it does not even in itself
 exclude the possibility that one of the four assumed periods A,
 B, C or D is non-existent or unimportant. But it is strong
 ground for holding that at least three of these four are operative,
 and that their lengths have been determined with a high degree
 of accuracy.
 The second calculation brings into account the influence of the
 seasons. A meteorological cycle with a period such as 4-374
 or 5411 years cannot be expected to show itself in the harvest
 records at each return. Sometimes the maximum phase, i. e.
 the phase most adverse to the harvest, will occur at a season when
 the crop is most subject to its influence and will therefore be
 operative to a high degree. At other times it will occur at a
 season when there is no crop in the ground, or when the crop
 is least liable to that particular meteorological influence; it will
 then be largely or wholly inoperative.
 If we write down the successive maximum phases of A, from
 1550 to 1801 (for which the statistics are most reliable), we find
 that, of 58 such phases, 35 appear to be associated with a bad
 harvest, as shown by a markedly high or rising price of wheat,
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 while 23 are not so associated. In other words, the cycle is
 apparently inoperative on four occasions out of ten, a very large
 proportion of the whole. If, however, we look at these 23
 inoperative maxima more closely, we find that not one of them
 occurs between *54 and *73 years from the beginning of the
 harvest year, that is to say, between March 15th and May 22nd,
 while only two of them occur between *54 and *87 from the begin-
 ning of the harvest year, i. e. between March 15th and July 15th.
 In other words, the year may be divided into two portions, one
 of four months containing 2 only out of 23 inoperative maxima,
 and one of eight months containing the remaining 21. It may
 be added that the four months, March 15th to July 15th, contain
 15 maxima altogether, of which therefore 13 are operative and
 2 inoperative. It is needless to point out that these four months
 are, in Western and Central Europe, the most critical for the
 actual growth of the crop. When the maximum of A falls in
 those months it is associated with a bad harvest in 13 cases out
 of 15; when it falls outside those months a bad harvest occurs
 far less certainly and may often be due to another factor.
 The correlation thus appearing between the operation of A
 and the course of the seasons is the more noticeable because
 both the length of A and its maximum phase were determined
 qiuite irrespective of this calculation.
 A similar calculation as to B gives a curiously different result.
 Between 1550 and 1801, the proportion of operative returns is
 very much greater than for A-35 as against 12 inoperative
 and 3 doubtful-and there is no apparent correlation with the
 course of the seasons. This result, if it can be trusted, suggests
 that the maximum phase of B is less acute and more dispersed
 than that of A, i. e. has an influence over a greater period before
 and after the precise instant of maximum. Mr. Baxendell had
 independently comre to the same conclusion as to the character of
 the two cycles, A and B, as shown in meteorological data.
 The point just made has an important bearing on the ques-
 tion of methods for analysing harvest data. Just in proportion
 as a periodic factor is accurate in the date of its return and
 concentrated in its influence about that date, it will, owing to
 the seasonal factor, be inoperative at many of its returns. Direct
 harmonic analysis of such figures as are used here and also of
 crop yields may thus fail to show a period which actually exists
 Indeed, any one meteorological cycle in its influence on the
 harvests may be, and probably is, subject to interference not
 only by the seasonal cycle (i. e. the earth's orbital period), but
 No. 124.-VOL. XXXI. II
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 also by- other cycles, or depends for its influence upon its con-
 junction with them.
 A liberal amount of rain at certain seasons of the year is not
 bad for the crops, but good or even necessary for their growth;
 it is only excess of rain that is harmful. If therefore we have
 two cycles of the same type, but different periods, e. g. two
 cycles each tending to bring rain at a different periodic interval,
 we may get a bad harvest and high prices only when, both cycles
 reach their maximum phase at about the same time; the other
 maximum phases of each cycle may be associated with normal
 or even particularly good harvests and low prices. Mathematical
 analysis in which each period is sought for separately may fail
 to show either cycle in the price of corn, and may at the same
 time show both in the weather.
 Again, a bad harvest failure may depend on the combination
 of two or three independent meteorological factors of different
 types-e. g. a heavy rainfall, a fall in the solar constant, and
 some special magnetic condition. A true periodicity depending
 on the conjunction of such disparate causes may not appear in
 any meteorological records but may appear in corn prices.
 Finally, though the most obvious way in which physical
 factors would affect the harvests is through the weather (e. g. by
 causing at certain periods excessive rain, cold, or storms), another
 possibility cannot be excluded. Some physical factors, electrical
 or other, in the sun or in the earth may affect the growth of
 corn directly without causing an appreciable change in what is
 ordinarily kinown as the weather.
 In this and in other ways apparent discrepancies between
 different classes of records may prove to be no discrepancies at
 all. For these reasons arithmetical analysis such as- has been
 attempted here may prove valuable after mathematical analysis
 has been exhausted.
 The results of this arithmetical analysis may be summarised
 as follows:
 1. The harvests of Western and Central Europe appear to be
 affected by the conjunctions and mutual interferences of at least
 two and probably more periodic factors.
 2. One of these factors (A) may be determined with con-
 siderable accuracy as having a period of 4-374 + *010 years
 with a phase adverse to the harvest near 1709-25 (reckoning by
 crop years); another (B) has a period of 5-11 ? 05 years and
 an adverse phase near 170900. Two other factors are suggested
 with lesser degrees of probability, namely C, with a period of
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 2-74 + *01 years and an adverse phase near 1709-78, and D with
 a period of 3*71 + *07 years and an adverse phase near 1708-84.
 Periods of almost exactly these lengths have been found
 independently in astronomical or meteorological phenomena.
 3. All these periods are almost exactly divisible either into
 15-3 years or its double (30 6), and by their combination have
 during the past 350 years produced the appearance of a cycle
 of that length which last reached its maximum in 1908. This
 15 3-year cycle, however, is probably not a permanent one; the
 shorter periods may from time to time slip into new combinations
 or form a fresh 15*3- or 30*6-year cycle with a different phase.
 4. The economic records dealt with in this paper relate
 only to Western and Central Europe. There is evidence of the
 operation of some at least of the cycles indicated in other parts
 of the world. This operation, however, is not necessarily simul-
 taneous; differences of phase, above all in the course of barometric
 pressures, are manifest.
 The mesh of Mr. Curwen's mathematical analysis, as given
 above, is not close enough for it to throw any light, favourable
 or unfavourable, on the suggestion of those lesser periods, A, B,
 C or D. In a sequence of 300 years a true period of 4-38 might
 fail to influence materially the amplitude even at so near a point
 as 4*33. A more detailed analysis of the same figures has kindly
 been undertaken for me by Dr. J. T. Brownlee, but is not
 complete.
 Should this show in the economic records any of the lesser
 periods named, this will of course be strong confirmation of their
 reality. For the reasons given, however, a failure to discover one
 of these periods separately by harmonic analysis of wheat prices
 would not be decisive against its existence, as an influence on
 harvests.
 The present enquiry confirms very closely the suggestions
 made in my earlier articles. In those articles I called attention
 to an apparent periodicity in British export figures of 15-3 years,
 pointing out at the same time that this apparent period clearly
 resulted from the operation of certain minor cycles, and that
 one at least of these cycles was a factor, not of 15-3, but of twice
 that length of time, nearly 30-6 years. In the present article
 mathematical analysis shows a period of 15 3 years; arithmetical
 analysis emphasises 30-6 years as the approximate meeting-point
 of three or more cycles.
 In one respect a modification in the wording of my earlier
 I,I 2
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 suggestions must be made. I then spoke of past experience
 pointing to the coming of lean years in 1924, 1925 or 1926. The
 economic records of any year, however, reflect generally the
 harvest conditions of the year before. If I had now to prophesy
 I should point to 1923 as likely to be distinguished by excessive
 rain, cold and bad harvests in Western Europe, and to bring
 high prices and scarcity in 1924. But the time for prophecy is
 not yet. There is still time for enquiry.
 Conclusion.
 There is hardly any enterprise more deluding or more
 desperate than the search for weather cycles. The gold we
 gather turns incessantly to ashes. But the 15*3-year eycle
 seems to have the ring of true metal. As an influence on wheat
 prices it issues, brilliant and unmistakable, from the crucible
 of mathematical analysis. It had already been found inde-
 pendently in other figures. It seems to have maintained itself
 for more than 350 years.
 Recognition of a periodicity so marked and so long-lived
 must affect our whole attitude to the general problem of
 weather cycles. But it leaves us faced by many and difficult
 problems. I must be content to end by summarising my present
 conclusions in three propositions of a descending order of certainty:
 First, the yield of harvests in Western and Central Europe
 from the middle of the sixteenth to the opening of the twentieth
 century has been subject to a periodic influence or combination
 of such influences tending to produce bad harvests at intervals
 of about 15-3 years, the first epoch falling in 1556. This pro-
 position is about as certain as harmonic analysis can make it.
 Second, this period of 15-3 years, though corresponding to
 certain physical facts, is not a permanent one, but arises from a
 temporary combination of two or more shorter cycles. This
 proposition, though not certain, is in both of its branches highly
 probable.
 Third, the shorter cycles whose combination has given rise
 to the 15X3-year period from 1556 onwards, and which are them-
 selves more permanent than their combination, are those named
 above as A = 4.374 years, B = 5-11 years, and (probably) C =
 2-74 years and D 3-71 years. This proposition is a speculation
 as to whose plausibility and truth different readers will take
 different views.
 On this last issue we may look for some enlightenment in the
 near future. The nlext maximum phase of the 15*3-year cycle
 is due in 1923, 123 years from the memorable dearth of 1800.
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 If that cycle is operative and punctual the harvests of Western
 Europe reaped in 1923 will be generally deficient. If they are
 up to or above the normal, or if the worst harvest failure comes
 just too soon, in 1922, or just too late, in 1924, this will not
 disprove the reality of the 15*3-year period itself; such departures
 from strict accuracy have happened before. But it will disprove
 the explanation of that period offered in my third proposition
 above, and set out at length in the preceding arithmetical analysis.
 All the four cycles inferred by that analysis are due to return to
 a maximum phase between February and September 1923, a
 remarkably close conjunction. If the harvest of that year is
 deficient, this will tend to confirm my third proposition; the
 worse the harvest the stronger the confirmation. In the exces-
 sively improbable event of mny arithmetical analysis being com-
 plete and accurate in every particular, 1923 is destined to repeat
 something like the experiences of 1315, the year of the worst and
 most general harvest failure known in European history. But it
 would be as rash to count on this without further enquiry, as to
 postpone such inquiry till it must be too late to influence our
 actions. It is with this in view that I have written.
 The foregoing discussion, as I am only too well aware, only
 touches the fringe of the subject. I would gladly have post-
 poned further publication upon it. But the time which I can
 devote to it is limited and uncertain. Meanwhile, the possibly
 critical year 1923 approaches. I give the material as I have it
 at present, in the hope that it may iniduce and repay study by
 others. W. H. BEVERIDGE
 APPENDIX.
 WHEAT PRICES IN WESTERN AND CENTRAI EUROPE
 1500-1869.
 Actual Actual Actual
 Index Index Index Index Index Index
 Number of Number of Number of
 for Fluctu- for Fluctu- for Fluctu-
 Year. ation (t). Year. ation (t). Year. ation (t)
 1500 17 106 1506 14 87 1512 23 135
 1501 19 118 1507 14 88 1513 18 104
 1502 20 124 1508 14 88 1514 17 96
 1503 15 94 1509 11 68 1515 20 110
 1504 13 82 1510 16 98 1516 20 107
 1505 14 88 1511 19 115 1517 18 97
 NOTE.-The " Actual Index Number for Year " is the mean of the index
 numbers for the countries and places included, each of these being reduced to
 basis: Mean of prices for 1700-1745 = 100.
 The next column, headed " Index of Fluctuation," shows the actual index
 number for each year as a percentage of the mean of the actual index numbers
 for 31 years of which that year is the centre.
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 Actual Actual Actual
 Index Index Index Index Index Index
 Number of Number of Number of
 for Fluctu- for Fluctu- for Fluctu-
 Year. ation (t). Year ation (t). Year. ation (t).
 1518 14 75 1581 55 87 1644 98 96
 1519 16 86 1582 54 83 1645 84 82
 1520 21 111 1583 56 85 1646 90 88
 1521 24 125 1584 52 76 1647 120 116
 1522 15 78 1585 76 110 1648 124 122
 1523 16 86 1586 113. 161 1649 136 134
 1524 20 102 1587 68 97 1650 120 119
 1525 14 71 1588 59 84 1651 135 136
 1526 16 81 1589 74 106 1652 100 102
 1527 25-5 129 1590 78 111 1653 70 72
 1528 25-8 130 1591 69 97 1654 60 63
 1529 26 129 1592 78 108 1655 72 76
 1530 26 125 1593 73 100 1656 70 75
 1531 29 139 1594 88 119 1657 71 77
 1532 20 97 1595 98 131 1658 94 103
 1533 18 90 1596 109 143 1659 95 104
 1534 16 76 1597 106 138 1660 110 120
 1535 22 102 1598 87 112 1661 -154 167
 1536 22 100 1599 77 99 1662 116 126
 1537 16 73 1600 77 97 1663 99 108
 1538 19 86 1601 63 80 1664 82 91
 1539 17 74 1602 70 90 1665 76 85
 1540 17 74 1603 70 90 1666 64 73
 1541 19 76 1604 63 80 1667 63 74
 1542 20 80 1605 61 77 1668 68 80
 1543 24 96 1606 66 81 1669 64 74
 1544 28 112 1607 78 98 1670 67 78
 1545 36 144 1608 93 115 1671 71 83
 1546 20 80 1609 97 94 1672 72 84
 1547. 14 54 1610 77 93 1673 89 106
 1548 18 69 1611 83 100 1674 114 134
 1549 27 100 1612 81 99 1675 102 122
 1550 29 103 1613 82 100 1676 85 102
 1551 36 129 1614 78 94 1677 88 107
 1552 29 100 1615 75 88 1678 97 115
 1553 27 90 1616 80 92 1679 94 113
 1554 30 100 1617 87 100 1680 88 104
 1555 38 123 1618 72 82 1681 79 92
 1556 50 156 1619 65 73 1682 74 84
 1557 24 71 1620 74 81 1683 79 86
 1558 25 71 1621 91 99 1684 95 101
 1559 30 81 1622 115 124 1685 70 74
 1560 31 84 1623 99 106 1686 72 75
 1561 37 97 1624 99 106 1687 63 66
 1562 41 105 1625 115 121 1688 60 62
 1563 36 90 1626 101 105 1689 74 76
 1564 32 78 1627 90 84 1690 75 79
 1565 47 112 1628 95 97 1691 91 97
 1566 42 100 1629 108 109 1692 126 134
 1567 37 86 1630 147 148 1693 161 169
 1568 34 77 1631 112 114 1694 109 111
 1569 36 80, 1632 108 108 1695 108 109
 1570 43 93 1633 99 97 1696 110 111
 1571 55 112 1634 96 92 1697 130 128
 1572 64 131 1635 102 97 1698 166 163
 1573 79 .158 1636 105 98 1699 143 137
 1574 59 113 1637 114 105 1700 103 99
 1575 47 89 1638 103 97 1701 89 85
 1576 48 87 1639 98 93 1702 76 72
 1577 49 87 1640 103 99 1703 93 88
 1578 45 79 1641 101 99 1704 82 77
 1579 53 90 1642 110 107 1705 71 66
 1580 55 90 1643 109 106 1706 69 64
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 Actual Actual Actual
 Index Index Index Index Index Index
 Number of Number of Number of
 for Fluctu- for Fluctu- for Fluct
 Year. ation (t). Year. ation (t). Year. at on (t).
 1707 75 69 1762 124 97 181 266 126
 1708 134 125 1763 113 88 1818 197 94
 1709 183 1.5 1764 122 95 1819 177 86
 1710 113 108 1765 130 101 1820 170 84
 1711 108 103 1766 137 106 1821 152 76
 1712 121 115 1767 148 113 1822 156 77
 1713 139 134 1768 142 108 1823 141 71
 1714 109 108 1769 143 108 1824 142 71
 1715 90 90 1770 176 131 1825 137 69
 1716 88 89 1771 184 136 1826 161 82
 1717 88 89 1772 164 119 182X .189 93
 1718 93 94 1773 146 106 1828 226 114
 1719 106 107 1774 147 105 1829 194 103
 1720 89 89 1775 124 88 1830 217 110
 1721 79 79 1776 119 84 1831 199 105
 1722 91 91 1777 135 94 1832 151 82
 1723 96 94 1778 125 87 1833 144 80
 1724 111 110 1779 116 79 1834 138 78
 1725 112 111 1780 132 87 1835 145 82
 1726 104 103 1781 133 88 1836 156 88
 1727 94 94 1782 144 94 1837 184 102
 1728 98 101 1783 145 94 1838 216 117
 1729 88 90 1784 146 92 1839 204 107
 1730 94 96 1785 138 85 1840 186 95
 1731 81 80 1786 139 84 1841 197 101
 1732 77 76 1787 154 93 1842 183 92
 1733 84 84 1788 181 108 1843 175 88
 1734 9Z 91 1789 185 108 1844 183 92
 1735 96 94 1790 151 86 1845 230 115
 1736 102 101 1791 139 78 1846 278 139
 1737 95 93 1792 157 87 1847 179 90
 1738 98 91 1793 155 85 1848 161 80
 1739 125 122 1794 191 103 1849 150 74
 1740 162 159 1795 248 130 1850 159 78
 1741 113 110 1796 185 95 1851 180 86
 1742 94 90 1797 168 84 1852 223 105
 1743 85 81 1798 176 87 1853 294 138
 1744 89 84 1799 243 120 1854 300 141
 1745 109 102 1800 289 139 1855 297 138
 1746 110 102 1801 251 117 1856 232 107
 1747 109 100 1802 232 105 1857 179 82
 1748 120 109 1803 207 94 1858 180 81
 1749 116 104 1804 276 125 1859 215 97
 1750 101 90 1805 250 114 1860 258 116
 1751 113 99 1806 216 98 1861 236 107
 1752 109 95 1807 205 93 1862 202 92
 1753 105 90 1808 206 94 1863 174 79
 1754 94 80 1809 208 94 1864 179 81
 1755 102 85 1810 226 104 1865 210 94
 1756 141 117 1811 302 140 1866 268 119
 1757 135 112 1812 261 121 1867 267 118
 1758 118 95 1813 207 96 1868 208 93
 1759 115 91 1814 209 96 1869 224 102
 1760 111 88 1815 280 130
 1761 127 100 1816 381 178
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 The table is based on lists of wheat prices in the following places and countries,
 the lists being used in each case for the crop years stated.
 Great Britain. North Germany.
 Oxford . . . 1594-1809 Xanten . . . 1550-1815
 Cambridge . . 1594-1793 Luineburg. . . 1550-1629
 Windsor . . . 1594-1809 Hildesheim . . 1567-1661
 Haddington(shire) . 1627-1789 Leipzig . . . 1592-1617 and
 Edinburgh(shire) . 1640-1809 1671-1825
 Portsmouth . . 1678-1776 Hanover . . . 1589-1748
 Berwick(shire) . . 1689-1792 Brunswick . . 1600-1749
 Aberdeen(shire) . 1690-1809 Halle . . . 1600-1749
 England . . 1485-1593 Berlin . . . 1623-1815
 (Rogers' Averages) Einbeek . . . 1634-1750
 England . . . 1810-1884 Erfurt . . . 1650-1774
 (Gazette Average) Nordhausen . . 1675-1774
 Dantzig . . . 1702-1815
 Bremen . . . 1709-1815
 Emden . . . 1771-1815
 Prussia . . . 1815-1869
 France. South Germany, etc.
 (Excluding 1790-1795). (Excluding 1620-1648).
 Paris . . . 1520-1630 and Strasbourg . . 1485-1874
 1673-1754 Wurtemburg . . 1500-1617
 Albi . . . 1520-1744 Bale . . . 1501-1682 and
 Annonay . . . 1570-1754 1751-1797
 Chateaudun . . 1583-1754 Munich . . . 1636-1854
 Rozoy-en-Brie . . 1595-1745 Landeshut . . 1639-1699
 Grenette de Bourg . 1613-1649 and Prague . . . 1654-1799
 1673-1754 Breslau . . . 1700-1809
 St. Etienne . . 1641-1754 Vienna . . . 1705-1783
 Aubenas . . . 1670-1754 Austria . . . 1784-1856
 Lyons . . . 1673-1754
 Orleans . . . 1684-1750
 Villeneuve-de-Berg . 1700-1754
 France . . . 1755-1884
 Low Countries.
 Utrecht . . . . 1495-1643
 Gand, etc. . . . 1485-1793
 Ypres, etc. . . . 1485-1548 and
 1599-1793
 Bergues . . . . 1485-1548
 Lille . . . . 1549-1666
 Arnhem . . . . 1567-1868
 Douai . . . 1688-1785
 Belgium . . . 1800-1884
 NOTE.-Since the foregoing article was printed I have myself obtained for 5X11
 years (p = 46, 8 = 9) a very large amplitude (r2 = 32 53) in the wheat prices, with
 maximum phase practically at the origin 1545-5. This amplitude is much more
 than can be explained as a harmonic of the 154 year period (the second harmonic
 of this, at 74 years, gives r2 = 7-21 only) and to my mind establishes the reality
 of the B cycle, which has thus been found independently by harmonic analysis in
 at least three sets of records (wheat prices, t3mperature, rainfall).
 The A cycle seems to show itself in a small peak on the per:odogram at 4-375
 (r2 = 6-851); the amplitude is too low to be convincing, but a large amplitude was
 not to be expected.
 The C and D cycles have not yet been traced. W. H. B.
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